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ABSTRACT
We propose a model for Semantic Localization, i.e. estab-
lishing positional relations on meaningful objects, to enable
the principled integration of heterogenous localization clues
– such as those derived from ubiquitous sensors in the Inter-
net of Things. Our approach is two-pronged: we consider
relation-structured Phenomenal Maps alongside spatially-
organized Physical Maps. Phenomenal Maps may be used
to answer semantic queries about the relative position of ob-
jects without necessarily resorting to physical coordinates.
Physical Maps are not restricted to purely Euclidian spaces,
to the contrary we identify useful applications for topolog-
ical, and metrical maps among others. We give the frame-
work for a structured mechanism through which localization
information in all these representations may be reconciled.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Future ubiquitous computing scenarios enable novel classes

of context aware applications in the coming ”Swarm” [2] of
wireless embedded devices. These applications, which we
will refer to as swarmlets, use real-world context to deter-
mine appropriate action in the Internet of Things (IoT).
In this environment, an event driven paradigm, in which
swarmlet actions are triggered by the occurrence of some
predicate on the context becoming true, is an intuitive way
to program swarmlet logic. For example, a targeted adver-
tising swarmlet could be triggered to send a message (the
action) to a customer when he/she stops in front of a par-
ticular display (the predicate).

Due to the importance of location in swarmlet context,
indoor localization as a service will surely be a crucial com-
ponent of IoT infrastructure. However, as years of indoor lo-
calization research can attest, different indoor places present
radically different environments for sensing operations [3].
Even if satisfactory indoor localization can be provided in
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one building through a given technology, there is no guaran-
tee it will be equally effective at different sites. To further
complicate the situation, different swarmlets may likely use
different predicates such as line-of-sight, distance between
objects, or room containment, as the condition for action.

2. SEMANTIC LOCALIZATION AND PHE-
NOMENAL MAPS

We define semantic localization as the process of establish-
ing positional relations on meaningful objects. In contrast
to a conventional map where points on a Cartesian coor-
dinate system are used to represent a location in physical
space, semantic localization results can be formulated as a
relation that is represented (at least for binary relations) in
a graph structure where objects are nodes and relations are
edges. Since each semantic relation refers to a“phenomenon”
(literally an observable occurrence), we term these represen-
tations“Phenomenal Maps”. For example, for entities A and
B and time t, the predicate distance15m(A,B, t) is true if
and only if it is known as a positive fact that A and B
are within 15 meters of each other at time t. As suggested by
the subscript “15m”, relations may be parameterized where
appropriate. Other samples of useful phenomena are listed
on the right of the table in Figure 1.

Phenomenal maps are necessary because the purely phys-
ical model breaks down when indoor localization technolo-
gies shortcut directly to semantic knowledge without first
generating precise physical information. For example, tech-
nologies like visual light localization can be used for room
identification without establishing location at a point gran-
ularity [5]. A physical location as a coordinate in Cartesian
space is a bad representation for this spatially fuzzy informa-
tion because its placement at any particular location within
the zone may imply other facts about the environment (e.g.
proximity and distance to other entities) that are simply
unverifiable. A logical relation is cleaner: for entity A and
entity B, the relation Contains(A,B, t) captures the logical
position of A and B without making any faulty claims about
B’s position inside place A.

3. PHYSICAL MAPS AND FORMALISM
For much the same reason, when considering physical (spa-

tial) maps, different varieties of mathematical space are ap-
propriate in different scenarios. Consider the scenario in
which a topological map concerning the connectivity of land-
marks is available as in [1]. Because distance is not defined
in a topological space, assigning this perfectly legitimate



spatial representation arbitrary cartesian coordinates in a
Euclidan space without additional information would only
imply a false certainty about unknown quantities. Indeed a
variety of non-Euclidian space representations are possible,
and correspond to different classes of positional relations.
Four examples of these spaces are given on the left hand
side of the table in Figure 1.

We define a physical map through the following defini-
tions:

Space := (Domain, Structure)1

T ime := (I,≤)
Entity ⊆ Domain
LocalizationFunctiona,b :

P (Domaina)× T ime→ P (Domainb)
2

Map := (Spacea, Spaceb, LocalizationFunctiona,b)
The LocalizationFunctiona,b maps between entities at a

particular time from space a to entities in space b. This
matches the intuitive notion of a map in the sense of a floor
plan when Spacea consists of a set of semantically meaning-
ful objects (perhaps a list of rooms and people) and Spaceb
is a two-dimensional Euclidian space.

4. LOGICAL INFERENCE ON MAPS
A significant advantage of this mapping formalism is the

ability to logically infer additional information from a lim-
ited set of known facts. Both phenomenal and physical maps
can be used in this manner.

As shown in Figure 1, there is a tight correspondence
between phenomena and types of physical spaces. Following
the bottom arrow from right to left, we see that a given phe-
nomenal map corresponds to a family of physical maps such
that all physical maps are consistent with the phenomenal

1Note that the structure of a space depends on the kind of
space under consideration. So for a set, Structure = ∅ ; for
a topology, Structure = O where O is the set of open sets;
for a metric space Structure = M where M is the metric
function; and so on.
2P (A) indicates the power set of A.

Figure 1: A physical map is capable of describing phe-

nomena at an equal or lower level in the table. Seman-

tic phenomena may be read off of a physical map going

on the arc from left to right by applying the proper-

ties of the space (e.g., applying a metric to two points

in a physical map to get distance). Families of physical

maps may be constructed by moving from right to left

(e.g. applying the iterative trilateration algorithm in [4]

to a phenomenal map of distance to construct one of the

isometric family of consistent Euclidian physical maps)

one. In general, if we can prove a new phenomena must be
true about all members of the family we can infer that the
corresponding tuple can be safely added to the relation of
known phenomena. For example, if we define the Contains
relation as {(A,B, t) : (A,B, t) ⊆ (Entity×Entity×T ) and
A ⊆ B} , given (X1, X2, t), (X2, X3, t) ∈ Contains we can
infer (X1, X3, t) ∈ Contains as well, due to the transitivity
of the subset relation on sets. The triangle inequality can
be used in a similar way to infer proximity information, by
using the properties of a metric.

In some cases, knowledge about the elements shared in
common between physical maps allows localization func-
tion infernance. The transitive composition of localization
functions is a simple example: given a, b, c are spaces, e ∈
Entity, t ∈ T ime, and F 1

a,b, F 2
b,c, are (total) localization

functions, we can infer F 3
a,c(e, t) = F 2(F 1(e, t), t).

5. CONCLUSIONS
Swarmlets in the IoT need to correctly interpret heteroge-

nous representations of real-world location to perform the
right actions on the physical world. In this poster abstract
we present a model through which the localization context
of a swarmlet may be evaluated. In addition, the model
allows for the refinement of location information through
the process of logical inference on physical and phenomenal
maps. The result is a structured representation of semantic
location that can handle heterogeneity in both localization
systems and application requirements.
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The language describes real world 
phenomena. 

•  Formulate queries 
•  Specify event conditions 
A phenomenon is given as a relation. 
Example: Looking for a place to find 

strawberry ice cream. 

∃x IceCream(x) ⋀ Pink(now, x) ⋀ Temperature<0 

degrees C(now, x) ⋀ Proximity<20m(now, me, x) ⋀ 
Contains(now, y, x) 

First Order Context Language 

Contains(a, b) 

DOP 
Center 
Lounge 

a b 

Room 
545Q 

DOP 
Center 

Microwave 

DOP 
Center 

Swarm 
Lab 

Disjoint(a, b) 
a b 

Physical Map Phenomenal Map 

Abstract 

Physical Map Phenomenal Map 
Euclidean Space (i.e. Inner Product 

Space) 
Angle and Orientation 

Metric Space Distance and Proximity 
Topological Space Path, Direct Path, Line of Sight 

Set Contains 
Construct Family of 
Physical Maps from 

Phenomena 

Observe Phenomena by 
Examining Physical Map 

S1 S2 S3 F1,2 F2,3 

F1,3 

F1,3(e,t) = F2,3(F1,2(e, t), t) 

Physical Map Inference 

S1 

S2 S3 
F3,2 

F1,3 

me 
Sa = ( {me, cooler, lounge, 545S, 545Q, …, 545Z } , ∅ ) 

Sb = E2 

Fa,b : P(Da) ⨯ T → P(Db)   

T = R+ 

Fa,b(me,	  5:00pm)	  =	  (27,	  34)	  
Fa,b(cooler,	  5:00pm)	  =	  (30,	  15)	  
Fa,b(lounge,	  5:00pm)	  =	  {	  (x,	  y)	  ∊	  Db	  :	  28	  ≤	  x	  ≤	  32	  ⋀	  12	  ≤	  y	  ≤	  
18	  }	  	  
	  
Note:	  Fa,b(cooler,	  5:00pm)	  ⊆	  Fa,b(lounge,	  5:00pm)	  
Therefore	  Sa	  ,	  Sb	  ,	  and	  Fa,b	  ⊧	  	  Contains(	  5:00pm,	  lounge,	  
cooler)	  

Sa is acting as a “label space” 

Space := (Domain, Structure) Time := (I, ≤) 

Entity ⊆ Domain 

Localization Functiona,b: P(Domaina) ⨯ Time → P(Domainb) 

Map := A space localized with meaningful entities 

Physical Mapping Formalism 

Example: Floor Plan 

y = Ice Cream Cooler, Lounge 

We propose a model for Semantic Localization, i.e. establishing positional 
relations on meaningful objects, to enable the principled integration of 
heterogenous localization clues -- such as those derived from ubiquitous 
sensors in the Internet of Things. Our approach is two-pronged: we 
consider relation-structured Phenomenal Maps alongside spatially-
organized Physical Maps. Phenomenal Maps may be used to answer 
semantic queries about the relative position of objects without necessarily 
resorting to physical coordinates. Physical Maps are not restricted to 
purely Euclidian spaces, to the contrary we identify useful applications for 
topological, and metrical maps among others. We give the framework for 
a structured mechanism through which localization information in all 
these representations may be reconciled. 

•  Enable heterogeneous composition of space models 
•  Structure the event language for location-driven predicates with 

phenomenal maps 
•  Privacy 

•  Mode 1: Provide full access to inner space but don’t give a 
localization function from inner to outer 

•  Mode 2: Don’t share anything about inner space? 
•  Mode 3: Determine which phenomenal questions can be 

answered without giving away the location of things in the 
inner space. 

Applications 

Phenomenal Map Inference 

Example: Function Composition 

A 

Before 

Proximity<x(a, b) 
a b 

Anti-Proximity≥x (a, b) 
a b 

B 

C 

D 

x

x 
30m 20m 

20m 30m 

A 

After 

Proximity<x(a, b) 
a b 

An#-‐Proximity≥x	  (a,	  b)	  
a b 

B 

C 

D 

x

x 
30m 20m 

20m 30m 

40m 

Apply	  the	  triangle	  inequality	  

Example: Proximity Inference 

Future ubiquitous computing scenarios enable novel classes of context aware 
applications. In this environment, an event driven paradigm in which swarmlet actions 
are triggered by the occurrence of some predicate on the context becoming true is an 
intuitive model of computation. A first order language of localization supports this.  

Example: Shared Origin Space 

If a common set of preimage entities have localization function images in two 
distinct spaces, we can infer facts about how the two image spaces are 
related. 

Localization functions in physical maps may be related to each other in such a way 
that they logically imply additional information about the system. 

Take a phenomenal map and determine the corresponding family of physical maps. 
If a fact is true for every physical map in the family, add it to the phenomenal map 


